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decided effect on the balance of power in the Eastern
Mediterranean. Allied intervention in Russia, made pos-
sible through the control of the Straits, and Allied support
of the Greek adventure inevitably brought the Soviet and
Nationalist Turkey together. Opposition to a common
enemy—the Western Allies—facilitated a compromise over
Armenia which constituted the main cause of contention
between Russia and Turkey, and on March 16, 1921, a
treaty signed at Moscow laid the foundations for friendly
relations and cooperation between the two countries which,
despite occasional setbacks and, later, decreasing cordiality,
lasted until the fall of 1939. In this treaty Russia recognized
the integrity of Turkey as defined by the National Pact
framed in January, 1920, and adopted by the Turkish
Grand National Assembly at Angora on April 23, 1920^
and voluntarily renounced in Turkey's favor the Trans-
Caucasian territories which Russia acquired in the Russo-
Turkish war of 1877-78 (with the exception of Batum and
a small strip of territory around that port) ,6
Turkey further consolidated her position by treaties con-
cluded with other states of the Soviet Union7 and Russia,
5	For text, see Temperley, op. cit., Vol. VI, p. 605.
6	For the text of the treaty of March 16, 1921, see British and Foreign
State Papers, Vol. 118, p. 990; Martens, Nouveau recueil general des
traites (3rd Ser.), Vol. 16, pp. 37^.; see also Toynbee, Survey of Inter-
national Affairs, 1920-1923, pp. 370-74. Russia was forced to cede these
territories to Turkey in the treaty of Brest-Litovsk of March 3, 1918.
Text in British and Foreign State Papers, Vol. 123, pp. 740^.  But the
victory of the Allies freed Russia from the obligations imposed on her
by the Central Powers, and her voluntary reaffirrnation of this cession
three years later was an important factor in creating a friendly attitude
toward Soviet Russia in Turkey.
7	Treaty of Kars with the Caucasian states, October 13, 1921. Martens,
Nouveau recueil general des traites ^rd Ser.), Vol. 30, pp. lyfT. Treaty
of Friendship with Ukrainian Soviet, January 21,  1922.   British and
Foreign State Papers, Vol. 120, p. 453.

